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Silhouette Reserve - 37
Bottle Built-In Wine Cellar
in Black - Left Swing
F E A T U R E S

Invisi-Touch Display®: Tap the glass and the
exterior capacitive touch interface comes
alive! No opening and closing your wine
cellar door to adjust settings.
Temperature-Guided Rings: Increase or
decrease the set temperature and watch as
the hue of the temperature rings change
with corresponding varietals. Choosing the
optimal temperature for your wine has never
been easier.
NEK Cradle: Store up to 37 bottles with the
unique NEK storage system. The NEK cradle
props the front row of bottles at the perfect
pitch to allow the back row of bottles
seamless nesting regardless of shape or size.
Organic Maple Shelves: Clear maple dowels
combine with the NEK system to cradle the
wine.

Parametrical Lighting: Bold parametrical
lighting fully illuminates the interior to
display your wine. Light diffuses evenly on
sides, top, and bottom showcasing your full
collection. Choose between three different
settings: Bank, Theater, and Energy Saver
mode.
Dual Chamber: Two distinct and separate
chambers allow for simultaneously storing
white and red wine at different temperatures
allowing for versatility and enjoyment of
your collection. Set the temperature for each
chamber between 41°F to 64°F.
Self-Closing Door — The flush fit design with
articulating hinged door integrates
seamlessly with cabinets. The door comes
standard with a self-closing hinge but in the
event the door remains open a temperature
alarm will sound. Right and left hand swing
available.
Quiet Operation — 44 decibels
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S P E C I F I C A T I O N S

Cooling Zones Single Zone
Brands Silhouette Reserve
Door Finish Black, Glass
Width 24 inch

S H I P P I N G  I N F O R M A T I O N

Unit Dimensions:

Width 23.9" 60.71 cm

Depth 26.8" 68.07 cm

Height 34.4" 87.38 cm

Package Dimensions:

Width 30.4" 77.22 cm

Depth 25.8" 65.53 cm

Height 36.1" 91.69 cm

Weight:

Unit 63.50 kg 140 lbs

Shipping 68.49 kg 151 lbs

Warranty:

24 months in-home warranty on parts and labor.
Installation and yearly maintenance (cleaning) of
the fridge are not covered under the warranty


